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Our vision for night trains across Europe
Innovation – and not unfair direct subsidy
This week, the independent private Czech rail operator RegioJet announced that it has
purchased 18 carriages in order to strengthen its existing EU cross-border night trains
between the Czech Republic and Slovakia. This new fleet expansion follows a
successful bond issue in June 2019 which raised 40 million euros1.
Indeed: across Europe, we see a potential new dawn for both domestic and crossborder night trains. This partly has to do with “flight shaming”, which encourages the
feeling of being embarrassed to take the plane because of the environmental impact2.
It also has partly to do with rail market opening in the future, which has the potential
to attract new passengers to the rail sector. Long distance bus operators have proven
there is demand for night time services – so why not rail as well?
But there is also the risk that Europe reverts back to the failed models of the past.
After all, we notice that Europe’s market dominant night train operator, ÖBB Nightjet,
has been telling Dutch government researchers that new night trains to & from the
Netherlands will only be possible with taxpayer subsidy3.
Seeing as ÖBB already receives directly awarded taxpayer subsidy for night trains in
its home market, Austria, we assume it is pushing for this all over: in the Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark & more. Swiss rail incumbent SBB is now even copying the Austrian
model, lobbying to set up its own new night trains also with directly awarded subsidy4.
On the contrary; innovative private operators show that this is not necessary.
RegioJet, Snälltåget, Leo Express & others already operate night trains through Europe
that depend on a customer-focussed approach and product, not subsidy.
ALLRAIL Secretary General Nick Brooks says: “if governments want to encourage new
night trains, they should do so in a manner that is fair to all operators, namely:
➢ Subsiding track access and station stop fees instead
➢ Facilitating integrated ticketing with other trains, to ensure a broad feeder network
➢ Providing equal financing opportunities to lease or purchase rolling stock”
Under these conditions, innovators will come, bringing better quality, lower prices
& modal shift; much in contrast to the historical model of taxpayer subsidy for the
dominant rail operator.
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